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which peat was originally 'formed, the plants of which 
it is composed, the chemical analysis of its constitu
'ents, the principal bogs in Europe, the age of peat 
as deduced from the remains of animals, flint imple
ments and tools found buried in it, the methods of 
obtaining and preparing peat for commercial purposes, 
the uses to which it is applied and its calorific value 
and antiseptic qualities.-W. H. Wheeler, in Nature. 

A PRIMITIVE FRAME FOR WEAVING NARROW 
FABRICS.'" 

By OTIS TUF'l'ON MASON, Curator, Division of Ethnology. 
INTRODUCTION. 

THE textile art among savage and barbarous peo
ples, as well as in the hands of c)untry folk in civili-

FIG, l.-OHIPPEWA HEDDLE FRAME, CARVED 
FROM A SINGLE PIECE OF WOOD. 
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FIGS. 2 AND 3.-MASQUAKIE HEDDLE FRAME 
AN D SHUTTLE. 

zati1on, consi1dts in the joining of flexible materials in 
filaments-straw, splints, threads, etc. The simplest of 
these activities is twisting or twining. The making 

• From Report United State. National Museum for 1899. 

of sennit or braid comes next. After that will follow 
basketry, matting, netting, lace work, and even fabrics, 
all made, out and out, with the fingers. 

The second step in the textile art, as in all others, 
wlll be taken with the aid of some kind of device 

FIG.4.-HEDDLE FROM HELSING FORS, 

FI NLAND . 

FIG. 5.-HEDDLE AND SHUTTLE, SET ,UP FOR 
WEA VlNG, ALSO WARP HOLDER. 

Saalfeld, East Prussia. 

which hastens or perfects the operation of the hand. 
There will be knives to split the material, gages to 
replace the finger nail, spindles, bobbins," frames, and 
shuttles, of very humble structure, forsooth, but all 
of them containing the working principles of the most 
advanced apparatus having the same functions. 
Omitting all other textile processes, attention will be 
directed here to weaving proper, or t,he use of me
ehanical appliances to this end among primitive peo
ples. 

In any style of mechanical weaving, however simple 
or complex, even in darning, the following operations 
are performed: First, raising and lowering alternately 
different set� of warp filaments to form the "sheds; " 
second, throwing the shuttle, or performing some oper· 
ation that amounts to the same thing; third, after in
serting the weft thread, driving it home and adjust· 
ing it by means 0:[ the batten, be it the needle, the 
finger, the shuttle, or a separate device. 

In the modern power loom the parts by which these 
operations are performed are very intricate and rapid 
in their composition and action; but in the simplest 
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FIGS. 6 AND 7.-HEDDLES FROM STET TIN, 
NORTH GERMANY. 

In Mus eum of the Society for Pomeranian A ntiquities. 

form of apparatus, from which the power loom was 
originally derived, a few sticks and strings and the 
cunning hand of the operator take the place of ma
chinery, and time is no object. A careful examination 
of any power loom will demonstrate the oft·repeated 
fact that most of the machinery, after all, is a sub
stitute for the human fingers. 

DEFINITION OF HEDDLE FRAMES. 

There are in the U. S. National Museum a collec-

FIGS. 8 AND 9.-HEDDLES FROM SIENA, ITALY, AND LANCAS'fER, PENNSYLVANIA, 

Set up in a box, with yarn ,beam and other loom attachments. 
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tion of heddle frame<il, and photographs of others from 
different parts of Europe and America, each one of 
which was designed to form the "sheds:' in weaving 
belts and garters-that is, to raise or lower different 
sets of warp filaments in the manner to be now de
scribed. A series of healds are attached to or form 
parts of a heddle frame, which sometimes hangs free 
on the warp threads, and sometimes is attached solidly 
to a frame or box, or to the body of the operator. In 
the former of these classes the "sheds" are opened by 
the weaver, who lifts or lowers the heddle with the 
hand. In the second class, the "sheds" are formed 
by raising or lowering the inner ends of the warp 
itself, half of its filaments being entangled in the stir
rups of the healds, the other half passing up and 
down between the healds. 

A still simpler style of making "sheds" may be seen 
in a Chinese device employed in weaving rush mat
ting. A block of wood like a piece of studding, as long 
as the matting is to be wide and 4 inches square in 
section, has a series of triangular saw cuts through it. 
Each cut has an upright opening on one side and ter
minates with a small hole on the opposite side. The 
next saw cut alternates with the preceding, its long 
opening on the side of the small perforation' in the 
other cut. In rocking the heddle block by means of 
two handles on top, backward and forward, "sheds" 

FIG. 10.-HEDDLE FRA ME FROM BRISTOL, 
CONNECTICUT. 

On solid base connected by an ornamen tal leg. 

are formed in the twine which constitutes the warp of 
the matting. 

The specimens to be herein described came to the 
museum from the Zuni and other pueblos of the South
west; from the Masquakee or Sauks of Iowa; from 
the Chippewa Indians; from Finland, Germany, and 
Italy in Europe; and, finally, from the English set
tlements in the New England States and New York, 
and the Dutch settlements in Lancaster County, 
Pennsylvania. To complete the round this ingenious 
mechanism, having traveled through many.lands and 
some centuries, enierges from the U. S. Patent Office 
as patent No. 334,320, and adapted forms are used for 
illustrating technical instruction in the TeacherS' Col
lege, New York. 

HEDDLE FRAME OF THE ALGONQUIN TRIBES. 

The first of these objects brought to the notice of the 
ethnologist, belonging to the first class above described, 
in which the operator raises and lowers the heddle 
frame, was a Chippewa specimen figured in School· 
craft, but no description of it is there given (Fig. 1 ). 

The Chippewa Indians (belonging to the Algonquin 
family) about Lakes Michigan, Huron, and Superior, 
were in an excellent area of food supply, contiguous to 
Iroquoian and Siouan tribes, and were also brought 
Into close industrial relationship wit]). the French �-

plorers and priests; later the English settlers be
came their teachers. * 

The very object described by Mr. Schoolcraft was in 
the possession of the United States Government before 
the U. S. National Museum was founded, and is here 
figured; but there is en the specimen and in the cata
logues no allusion to the distinguished ethnologist 
and none to the function of the apparatus. It is carved 
from a single block of beechwood one"eighth of an 
inch thick. The upper margin is rounded and cut into 
patterns as with a jig saw, representing two animals, 
two hearts, and a symmetrical pattern in the middle. 
The lower margin is treated in the same way, only 
the designs are such as might be seen on old-fashioned 

tribe_ By 1804 they had ceded all their 'lands east of 
the Mississippi and settled on the Des Moines River, 
moving subsequently to the Osage (in Kansas) and, 
after 1842 {in 1845], the most of these finally to the 
Indian Territory. In 1822 the united bands numbered 
8,000, but are now [1875] reduced to a little more than 
1,000, of whom 341 are still in Iowa, 430 in the India.n 
Territory, 98 in Nebraska, and about 200 in Kansas_ 
The Sauk';;! and Foxes 'of the Mississippi in the Indian 
Territory have a reservation of 483,840 acres.* 

The frame'is made of walnut and is in its general 
structure similar to the foregoing, but is much heavier 
and more elaborately finished. It has forty-two healds, 
making provjsion for eighty-three warp threads in all. 

FIG. 11.-PUEBLO WOMAN SITTING ON T HE GROUND AND WORKING 
HEDDLE IN' WEAVING A BELT. 

furniture. The working part of this apparatus is the 
rectangular space constituting the middle portion. 
There are thirty-seven upright healds or ,"heddle dents" 
and thirty-eight spaces. The healds are not inserted 
into the wooden frame, but are a part of it, and are 
about the twenty-fourth of an inch in thickness, the 
material having been cut away on both sides so as to 
leave these as'thin as safety would allow. Each heald 
or upright piece is wider in the center than at the 
ends and is there perforated with a small hole. The 
whole fr,arne is just 7� inches wide and the healds 
about 3 inches in length. The points to be especially 
noticed in this example are, first, that the apparatus 
is made from a single piece of wood; second, that 
the Indians of the upper Great Lakes were taught by 
the early settlers from Europe to be weavers; and 
third, that the method of ornamentation, shown at the 
top and bottom of this specimen, is common enough in 
Germany (Figs. 6 and 7), but it is not common else
where among American aborigines on such heddle 
frames. The healds and spaces, together seventy-five 
in number, make provision for seventy-five warp 
threads in all. 

Mr_ W_ J. McGee, of the Bureau of American 
Ethnology, calls attention to similar heddle frames 
in· use among the Masquakee, or Sauks and Foxes, an 

The ornamentation, at the top especially, has been 
evidently under the infiuence of whites in quite recent 
times.. In this specimen, as it is set up, the healds are 
not all used', only a sufficient number to enable the 
weaver to form a texture having fifty-five warp threads, 
Especial interest attaches to this piece of work, which 
is an example of transparent weaving 'and beadwor,k. 
The warp consists of fifty-five white threads. The 
shuttle is a steel needle threaded with fine cotton on 
which beads of different colors are strung. The figures 
are produced by counting off the beads and arranging 
them so that one will fall in each of the interstices of 
the weaving .. 

Accompanying this frame (Fig. 3) is a shuttle for 
mat weaving, having an eye near the center of its body. 
In forming the beadwork a steel needle was employed; 
but in ordinary garter weaving on the same loom the 
shuttle was employed both for placing the weft and 
beating it home. 

The general method of operation in both heddles just 
descri bed and in all others of this type was as follows: 
Warp threads of the healds and spaces, or a smaller 
number, were cut into the length of the illtended 
garter, or belt, or band to be woven .. ,If they were all 
of the same color one filament was drawn through the 
stirrup in each heald and one passed between each pair 

FIG. 12.-ZUNI WOMAN WEAVING CEREMONIAL BELT. 

Algonquin tribe in Iowa, and presents to the U. S_ 
National Museum an excellent example of a weaving 
frame from that tribe (Fig. 2 ). 

Mr. W. H. Jackson says that the Sacs, ,Sauks, 
Saukies, or Osaukees, as it has been variously written 
-a word meaning yellow clay-and the Foxes, or 
Outagamies, or more properly the Musquakkink (red 
clay) are now as one tribe. They were first dis
cov ,ered settled about Green Bay, Wisconsin (after 
residence on the north shore of Lake Ontario), but 
their possessions extended westward, s'o that the larger 
part was beyond the Mississippi. They partly subdued 
and admitted into their alliance the Iowa, a Dakota 

• Information respecting the Condition and Prospects 01 w"j Il)d;31l 
�rJ� 01 Uw UJlJted Statffi, Philadelphia, IBl!Z, II, pl. '17. 
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of healds. If there were to be various colors in the 
warp, filaments of different shades were passed through 
the stirrups and between the healds according to the 
taste of the weaver. At one end, which will be called 
the outer or farther end, the filaments were gathered 
together into a knot and made fast to some fixed ob
ject answering to the yarn beam of a loom. The other 
end, which 'will be called the inner or proximal end, 
answering to the cloth beam of a loom, contained that 
portion of the fabric which, when finished, was rolled 
on a stick that lay against the breast of the weaver 
and was secured by a strap passing around the body 
and buttoned to the ends of the cloth beam. Some-

* Report United States National Mu.seum, 1!l85. V. 3i'. 
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times the inner ends of the warp were merely held in 
the left hand of the weaver. In any case, they were 
secured to some movable object which allowed the 
weaver to increase or decrease the tension at will. 

THE PUEBLO HEDDLE. 

There is among the Zuni Indians a style of setting 
up the warp of a belt or garter for heddles of this 
class, which relates the frame to the Indian blanket 
loom. The warp is one continuous yarn wound round 
and round two cylinders, one resting against the soles 
of the weaver's feet, the other attached to her body 
by a strap which passes behind her back, its ends 
buttoning over the ends of the inner cylinder. In the 
use 'of this device the warp is loosened or tightened 
by moving the feet or inclining the body, the most 
pliant, delicate, and responsive tension device.* (Fig. 
12.) 

When the woman and her loom apparatus were set 
up for work, she raised or lowered the heddle with one 
hand. The warp filaments which passed through the 
stirrups in the healds, being fixed in their places were 
by this movement raised or lowered with the frame 
but the alternate threads which passed between th� 
healds remained steadfast and straight. Whether the 
frame was raised or lowered, a "shed" was formed in 
the warp; the weaver then passed through this "shed" 
a simple bobbin or shuttle, often a rod with the weft 
woven on it, after the manner of a kite string contain
ing the weft or woof filaments, usually of white thread 
and quite fine. When the weft had been passed through 
this "shed" between the heddle frame and the body of 
the weaver it was beaten home by means of the shuttle 
or with a separate tool, as among the Zuni, or by the 
weaver's fingers. This completed one weft. 

The alternate warp series were then brought to the 
top or depressed, and a second "shed" formed. The 
shuttle was passed back through this "shed" and the 
weft again beaten home. If the pattern was to be 
wrought, the shuttle was not passed through the "shed" 
as described, but worked, as in darning, through a cer
tain number of the upper warp threads each time be
fore a new "shed" was made. 

THE FINLAND HEDDLE. 

In 1893, Consul-General John M. Crawford sent to 
the U. S. National Museum, from Helsingfors, in Fin
land, two specimens of this type of heddle, one of 
which resembles in general features those described, 
while the other (Fig. 4) is very suggestive of the type 
found in the pueblos of southwestern United States, 
to be later studied. Fig. 4 has eighteen healds in all 
and seventeen long slits between them. The specimen 
ios 8 inches long and 512 wide. The upright bars are 
whittled into a roundish shape, so as to present no 
sharp corners to the work. The top of the framework 
is carved out into the form of a ring used both in 
handling the apparatus and for suspending it when out 
of use. 

With these frames were a number of belts and gar
ters woven in such apparatus, which exhibit in their 
patterns the manner of producing diaper effects on the 
surface . . ' In plain weaving, it will be recalled, the 
shuttle IS passed backward and forward on the "shed" 
produced by the vertical motion of the heddle, and as 
soon as the weft is passed the shuttle becomes a batten 
for driving it home. But whenever the weaver desires 
to produce other effects than plain weaving, it is 
necessary to count off from the upper threads at each 
excursion of the shuttle such numbers of warps as are 
necessarJ::., and to use a batten stick or her fingers in 
forming the secondary "shed" and in driving home the 
weft. This custom also appears in other places, to 
be mentioned farther on. Attention is especially called 
to the fact that along with this type of heddle in the 
Crawford collection there came a loom for weaving 
coarse hemp cloth. This apparatus coincides precisely 
with the common hand loom seen over Europe and the 
United States. Just as in New England and in New 
York,the country folk were making cloth and tape with 
primitive apparatus only a generation back, so in Fin
land the same practices yet survive. Helsingfors lies 
at the northern end of the Baltic Sea, and it is only 
a short journey thence to northern Germany, where 
the iittle heddle frame will next be found. It doubt
less traveled northward, acquiring a new name at every 
landing, but its structure and function have undergone 
little change. The patterns at Helsingfors are more 
primitive. 

GERMAN HEDDLE FRAMES. 

The next example takes the student to the town o f  
Saalfeld, Konigsberg, i n  east Prussia. I t  w a s  pre
sented to the U. S. National Museum by Mrs. Elizabeth 
Lemke, who says that it is a common apparatus among 
the people. There are twenty bars or healds in this 
example, and nineteen slits between. The frame is 
14 % inches long, and 814 inches wide. The healds are 
8')11 inches long, giving to the warp thread a wider ex
cursion up and down. This specimen is made from a 
thin pine board finished in a planing mill, and is three
eighths of an inch thick, without ornaments. The up
per part is rounded and has a projecting handle, as in 
old-fashioned school slates. 

The sJlIlttle is of hardwood and resembles the form 
of a netting needle which has a deep, rectangular notch 
at one end and a slitted point at the other end opening 
into an eye, in the middle of which stands a pointed 
spindle. This specimen, like all those before men
tioned, hangs free on the warp, and the "sheds" are 
made by moving the heddle up and down while the 
warp is stationary at both ends. 

Example No. 176,321, in the U. S. National Museum, 
is also from Saalfeld. It is made of a thin pieee of 
plain board, and there are sixteen healds and fifteen 
slits or spaces between the healds. The apparatus is 
19l,4 inches long, 8 inches wide, and nearly one-half 
an inch thick, rounded at the upper end, and cut out 
to form a hand-hold or grip. The saw cuts are roughly 
made, and the holes have been burned through with 
hot wire. 

The shuttle is a small seine needle, not slitted at the 
point, but having a projecting spindle in the eye at the 
pointed end and a deep notch in the other, as in the 
common seine needle. In this example the shuttle con-

* Washington �atthews. NavajO Weavers. Third Annual Report of 
Bureau of Ethnology (1884), pp. 371·378. 

tains white weft thread or twine; the warp filaments 
are alternating brown, blue, white, and red threads. 
The shuttle serves also for a batten to beat the weft in 
place. 

Accompanying this apparatus' is a device used in 
winding off the warp and giving to its filaments the 
correct length (Fig. 5). It is a piece of hard wood, 
heart-shaped, with a pointed base to fit in a socket and 
a pointed spool above to hold the yarn. 

In the Museum of the Society for Pomeranian His
tory and Antiquities, in Stettin, are three heddles or 
weaving boards of the type now being considered: Each 
was collected in further Pomerania, where the ap
paratus is called the "deska," as it is also known in 
Cassubisch dialect. It is in use up to the present day, 
but among the surrounding German population 
throughout the whole of Pomerania, so far as informa
tion goes, it is unknown. The oldest one (Fig. 6) 
measures 4 inches in width and 7 inches in leagth, is 
carved out of a single piece of wood, and has nine long 
openings between the healds which, through many 
years of use, have become worn away. These openings 
or slits are 3 inches long and 0,2 inch broad. There 
are ten perforations for war·p threads, the outer two 
being through the sides of the frame itself. The upper 
margin of the board is cut out in figures or patterns 
quite similar to those on the Schoolcraft specimen. In 
addition to these openings, the surface is covered with 
carvings. 

The second example (Fig. 7 )  is rather rudely made 
of board. It is 5 inches broad and 8 inches long. 
Counting the sides of the apparatus, there are fourteen 
healds, perforated in the middle, thruugh which warp 
threads pass, and thirteen slits or openings between 
these, all 4 12  inches long and 0.2 inch broad. The 
upper part of the board has three heart-shaped perfora
tions, a serrated border, and a loop, used for moving 
the heddle up and down or for hanging it up when not 
in use. 

A third example, having no ornamentation, is 5 12  
inches long and 8 inches broad. I t has eighteen open
ings, 4 inches long.* 

The lack of definite information concerning the pre
cise origin of the Schoolcraft specimen (Fig. 1) and 
that of the Sauk or Masquakie Indians of central Iowa, 
collected by Mr. W_ J. McGee, makes it difficult to in
quire into the German origin of the Algonquin speci
mens. It must be noted, however, that the ornamental 
carvings at the top are alike in the two types. Further
more, it must not be assumed that the specimens in 
the U. S. National Museum exhaust the geographic 
distribution of this type of apparatus. Quite the con
trary. It would be surprising to find that it had no 
use in England and France in the Colonial period. 

ITALIAN HEDDLE FRAMES. 

In the U. S. National Museum is a heddle frame 
from the town of Siena, south of Tuscany, Italy, col
lected by Dr. G. Brown Goode. Unfortunately, material 
is lacking in all the area between east Prussia and 
Tuscany. Furthermore, it will be seen that the inven
tor has been at work more than once to transform the 
C:,tssubisch into the Tuscan specimen (Fig. 8 ). It con
sists of eleven strips or healds of walnut wood 514 
inches long, one-fourth inch wide, and one-twelfth inch 
thick, each perforated in the middle for a warp fila
mellt_ These slats are set into grooves in a rectangular 
frame 6 12  inches long and 5 5/16 inches wide; the 
frame itself is three-fourths inch wide anq, five-six
teenths inch thick. It accommodates twenty-three warp 
filaments and belongs to'the second class of j:l��9dles be
fore mentioned, in which the heddle is stationary and 
the weaver raises and lowers the inp.er' '�nd of the 
warp. This specimen is set up, with conside rable me
chanical accompaniment, on one end of a':box that is 
7% inches long and 514 inches wide. On the other end 
is an upright frame in which works a revolving yarn 
beam, a feature copied from the ordinary hand-loom. 

There is also in the U. S. National Muse»m a fac
simile of this example, from Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 
the center of the Teutonic population Called the 
Pennsylvania Dutch. The framework, or hedJile frame, 
has thirty-one healds or upright bars, perforated, and 
thirty-two slits, in all accommodating sixty-three warp 
threads of various colors. The ordinary yarn beam is 
replaced in this example by a reel, on which the warp 
is distributed. This reel is held fast by a stick pushed 
through hetween the spokes of the reel and resting 
against the upright posts which support the shaft. By 
removing the stick additional warp may be unwound 
(Fig. 9). Still more rude is another example in the 
U. S. National Museum, probably frpm Pennsylvania, 
consisting of a heddle frame cut out of a thin piece of 
board one:eighth inch thick. Provision is made for 
twenty wqrp threads by means of ten healds and ten 
sli ts. On one margin of the frame the outer portion 
is perforated and on the other side it is not. This 
upright is nailed in the end of a very rude box, having 
a bottom and two sides but no ends. The box is 2 feet 
long. At the rear portion, on either side, a post is 
fastened, and in this a reel, on which the yarn is 
wound. The structure is similar to that of the Italian 
specimen and to others from Pennsylvania, but this 
is the rudest example of the kind in the museum. 

NEW ENGLAND HEDDLE FRAMES. 

The writer is greatly indebted to Mrs. Alice Morse 
Earle, author of the charming work on Life in Colonial 
Days, for a photograph of a loom belonging to this 
stationary type for making silk braid, from Long 
Island, set up in operation. The furniture of the room 
and the costume of the weaver are all in harmony with 
the instrument itself, and reproduce, as nearly as pos
sible, the time in which these heddle frames were in 
common use throughout New England and the Eastern 
States. There is room for thirty-three warp threads, 
though it is possible to weave with a smaller number. 
Mrs. Earle, after speaking of the large, home-made 
looms seen in all thrifty New England houses, makes 
the following observation on the heddle frames: 

"Smaller looms, called tape looms, braid looms, belt 
looms, garter looms, or 'gallus frames: were seen in 
many American homes, and useful they were in days 
when linen, cotton, woolen, or silk tapes, bobbins, and 

* Upon tbe Cassupic population of Farther Pomerani� see Bal tiscbe 
Studien. by Dr. C. A. Hass, pp . 33.868, and BUitter fiir Volks kunde, IV, 
pp.51-81. 
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webbings or ribbons were not common and cheap, as to
day. Narrow bands, such as tapes, none-so-pretty's, rib
bons, caddises, ferretings, inkles, were woven on these 
looms for use of garters, points, glove ties, hair laces, 
shoe strings, belts, hatbands, stay laces, breeches sus
penders, etc." * 

Specimen 175,641 in the U: S_ National Museum is a 
heddle frame from Bristol, Connecticut, made from a 
thin board of maple wood. The upper portion consists 
of twenty-two healds 8%, inches long, sawed out from 
the top as in Fig. 10. These, together with twenty-one 
spaces, provide for forty-three warp filaments, and this 
portion of the apparatus is 9 inches wide. The tops 
of the healds fit in a groove of a rectangular block of 
oak which furnishes a framework to the upper border. 
On opposite eides, at the bottom of the healds, are 
riveted semi cylindrical strips of the same material, 
strengthening the apparatus at that point. The con
tinuation downward of this upper or working part 
forms a base 17 inches long, cut out in a pattern re
sembling a vase or lamp stand. This stand is inserted 
in a groove at the end of a piece of oak and held fast 
by wooden pegs. Finally, the oak piece is firmly set in 
and mortised into a heavy block of wood which acts 
as a foot to the apparatus. 

This specimen belongs to the class of stationary hed
dIe frames as in the examples from Siena, Italy, and 
from Lancaster, Pennsylvania. The specimens from 
Maine and Connecticut, held between the knees of the 
operator, really belong to the same type. 

Mrs. F.' R. Post, of Hebron, Connecticut, has one of 
these heddle frames cut out of a single piece of wood, 
on which' her grandmother when young used to weave 
'garters, etc., for her mother and her sisters, and h8r 
mother had also used it. 

The warp was laid off in proper lengths by being 
wound around chairs, run through the holes in the 
healds and between slats; the out8r ends were tied 
together and fastened to some object and the inner 
ends were held in the hand of the weaver. The weaver 
held the heddle between her knees by means of the 
projecting lower part ·01' handle, and taking the inner 
ends of the warp in one hand, she raised and lowered 
it al,ternately. The slats allowed the warp to spring 
the same as the harness in a loom. The filling was put 
in with her other hand by means of a simple shuttle, 
and beat up with one finger. 

Mrs. Louise G. Strong, of Culchester, Connecticut, 
also sent to the U. S. National Museum models, in card
board, of these primitive hand looms, and with them 
two specimens of work done thereon. The first speci
men is tough white linen tape one-fourth of an inch 
wide, used in old country houses for making loops on 
towels and other fabrics to hang them up. The other 
example is in worsted; the warp is a series of black, 
green, red, olive, and blue worsted thread; the woof 
is a salmon-colored worsted thread, but it is invisible 
on the surface of the fabric, the warp having been 
driven hard home, so as to give it a twilled effect. 

Mrs. Strong says that the loom on which these were 
woven was used in her family eighty years ago for mak
ing substantial fabrics, but more especially as a pas-
time for young women. 

' 

It is quite possible that examples might be found in 
northern New England States. The form in which 
the heddle made of a single piece of board is prolonged 
to be held between the weaver's knees or to be set in 
a block of wood on the floor is peculiar to New England, 
so far as the U. S. National Museum collection testi
fies. 

PATENTED HEDDLE FRAMES. 

As the climax of this type of the stationary heddle 
frame, attention is now called to the United States 
patent No. 334,320, granted in 1886 to Eugenia Wer
nicke, a subject of the King of Prussia, residing at 7 
Besselsstrasse, Berlin. 

In the Wernicke patent the heddle frame, in the 
drawing, shows twenty-seven healds made of wire or 
cord, with stirrups in the middle. The shuttle for 
holding the thread is a seine needle lenticular in cross 
section, tapering at its extremities, and provided at 
each end with an eye. Other attachments to this de
vice form part of the patent, namely, for holding the 
warp in good shape, so as to secure uniformity of width 
in the textile; clamp fur holding the apparatus to the 
table, etc., all unimportant in this place, the principle 
of operation being the same as in those previously de
seribed from Germany and other parts of Europe. 

HEDDLE FRAMES FROM THE PUEBLO REGION. 

This interesting region occupies the valley of the 
upper Rio Grande, the Territories of New Mexico and 
Arizona, and also portions of southern Utah, southern 
Colorado, southern California, and northern Mexico. 
It was first invaded by Spaniards when Cabeza de Vaca 
crossed it in 1536, and visited by Francisco Vasquez de 
Coronado in his expedition to search for the Seven 
Cities of Cibola in 1540. After this the region was 
occupied by Spanish settlers, sheep were introduced, 
and weaving in machines began. Some of the rude 
mechanical appliances of this class existed there 
doubtless before of Mexican type, since in the ancient 
ruins and cave dwellings textile fabrics of excellent 
quality are found. But no relic has, up to this time, 
been exhumed which connects the heddle frame here 
described with anything earlier than the Spanish occu
pation, nearly 400 years ago. 

The most interesting part of this study, however, is 
a large collection of heddle frames from the pueblo 
region of the United States for weaving garters, belts, 
and other narrow ceremonial fabrics, sometimes in 
plain color, more commonly in stripe and diaper effects 
in different colored warps, quite similar to those of 
the Finlanders. A number of sections of reed or 
spilt mesquite sticks are laid parallel, as in the bat
ten of the ordinary loom. These are fastened at their 
ends on two parallel sticks, which constitute the 
framework, whose length depends upon the number 
of warp threads to be inserted in the garter o r  
belt. 

An interesting feature in the structure of many of 
these pueblo heddles is the occurrence of the wooden 
cross piece at t,he upper part, on the opposite side from 
the cross piece at the bottom. When one of these hed-

* _\:;"0 Mor"e 1J:arle, Home Life in Colonia l Days. New York, 1898, p. 
225. 
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dies is held perpendicularly in the hand, if the upper 
cross stick is on the side next to the eye, the lower 
one will be on the outside away from the eye. 

The Algonquin Indians sit upon the ground at their 
work; so do the pueblo tribes. Hence the free-swing
ing heddle is more convenient for them. The same may 
be true of the east German types. Fig. 11 shows the 
attachment of the warp to the cylindrical stick in front 
of the weaver, which by courtesy may be called the 
primitive "cloth beam." It is held in place by a strap 
around the back, buttoned on the end of the roller, 
serving also as a roller for the finished wQrk. The 
method of administering the heddle and the batten is 
clearly exhibited (Fig. 1 1 ). 

This pueblo series is of such importance that the 
typical forms will be more minutely described, and a 
table given of all the specimens so as to bring out the 
characteristics which they have in common and those 
which serve to differentiate them. 

It is regrettable that the author has not been able 
to extend his inquiries into France and Spain. Hypo
thetically, the heddle frame came from Europe or 
southwestern Asia. The Finns, the Germans, the 
Sauks, and the Pueblo tribes have the free-swinging 
heddle frame. The New England women, who sit in 
chairs at their work, the Pennsylvania Dutch, and the 
Italians used 'the stationary frame, making the "sheds" 
by raising and lowering the inner or cloth ends of the 
warp. 

Those weavers that sat on the ground and employed 
the free-swinging heddle could use a sword or paddle 
batten, serving to make the "sheds," to separate cer
tain warp filaments for figure working, and for beating 
home the weft. Only rich patterns occur where the 
free-swinging heddle frame is employed. Not enough is 
known of the spread of this last apparatus in Europe 
to show the definite manner of its introduction into 
Iowa and the Pueblo region. On weaving with little 
boards in Bagdad and Mesopotamia, see C. F. Leh
mann.* 

THE CURRENTS IN THE GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE. 
GENERAL Characteristics of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. 

-With the exception of the currents in the various 
straits and near the heads of the bays, the currents 
met with in the open Gulf seldom exceed one knot. 
They are, therefore, the more easily influ(lnced by 
strong winds, especially at the surface of the water. 
Currents which have a greater speed than this are 
found in Belle Isle and Cabot Straits, in Northumber
land Strait, off the Gaspe coast, in the Gut of Canso, 
and locally in channels between islands and at the 
mouths of rivers. 

The water of the Gulf may be roughly divided by a 
line running from Southwest Point of Anticosti to the 
middle of Cabot Strait. Along the southwestern side 
of this line the water has a lower denSity, as it is 
apparently made a little fresher by the outflow of the 
St. Lawrence River. To the northeast of this line, 
throughout the northeastern arm of the Gulf, the water 
has ,the same density as in the open Atlantic. 

The general drift of this water of lower density is 
outward, toward the Atlantic. This gives rise to two 
constant currents, one at the mouth of the St. Law
rence along the Gaspe coast, which may be called the 
"Gaspe Current," and the other on the west side of 
Cabot Strait around Cape North, which may be called 
the "Cape Breton Current." A third constant cUrJ,ent 
is found on the west side of Newfoundland, making 
nort-keastward from the Bay of Islands toward Rich 
Point. 

It is to be noted that in calling these currents con
stant it is only meant that they usually or most fre
quently run in the one direction. During certain winds 
they may be much disturbed, or their direction may 
even be reversed. 

Temperature.-It appears that in general the tem
perature of the surface water merely rises with the 
progress of the season; and it is also natural that the 
water should become warmer to a greater depth as 
the season advances. Even this has its limitations, 
however; as at a depth of 50 fathoms no greater rise 
in temperature has yet been found than from 32 de
grees to 34 degrees, between the month of June and 
the end of September. 

At all three angles of the gulf it was found that 
the coldest water forms a layer between the depths of 
30 and 50 fathoms. In the vicinity of Belle Isle Strait 
the same low temperatures are also found at these 
depths; although there the tenwerature toward the 
surface is relatively lower, as a rule, than in 'other 
regions. It is probable that this cold layer extends 
very generally over the gulf area. Below this cold 
layer, in the deep channel of the gulf, the temperature 
from 100 to 200 fathoms is found to range very con
stantly from 38 degrees to 41 degrees. This result 
was obtained in Cabot Strait, and also between the 
Gaspe coast and Anticosti, 220 miles further in from 
the Atlantic, along the deep channel. This deep chan
nel runs into the gulf from the Atlantic basin through 
Cabot Strait, and maintains a continuous depth of 
some 200 fathoms across the middle of the gulf to the 
mouth of the St. Lawrence River. It still has a depth 
of 100 fathoms half-way up the estuary on the Lower 
St. Lawrence. 

Density.-It may be stated broadly that throughout 
the northeastern portion of the gulf the average sur
face density ranges from 1.0235 to nearly 1.0245; while 
in the southwestern portion the density is below 1.0235, 
ranging usually down to 1.0220, and falling in the 
Gaspe Current itself to 1.0210. The dividing line be
tween these two portions of the gulf runs apprOXimate
ly from Southwest Point, Anticosti, to a point in the 
middle of Cabot Strait. The densities in the border 
region near this dividing line naturally vary to some 
extent. The density of the northeastern portion is 
practically the same as in the open Atlantic, as it was 
there found to range from 1.0237 to 1.0242, as shown 
by seven determinations made at the end of June off 
the south and southeast coasts of Nova Scotia. 

This result is important in showing that the lower 
densities found in the southwestern portion of the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence are confined to that side; and this 
also accords with the conclusion that the general set 

* VerhandL d. Berliners Geseilscb. f. Anthrop .• etc., May 19, 1900, p. 299. 

or drift across the gulf is in the direction of a line 
from Gaspe to Cape Breton. On the other hand, the 
endeavor to obtain some differences locally, which 
would correspond with the various directions of the 
current, was without result; although a large number 
of temperatures as well as densities were taken for 
this purpose. _ 

The deep water as found from samples taken at 
depths of 100 and 150 fathoms, both in the vicinity of 
Gaspe and in Cabot Strait, ranges in density from 
1.0254 to 1.0261. The density of this deep water IS 
very interesting in affording an explanation for the 
otherwise anomalous fact that the colder water at 
50 fathoms is found to float upon it. It also corre
sponds with the density at similar depths, off the coa8t 
of Nova Scotia. 

Current Across the Gulf Area.-The general con
nection 'of the Gaspe and Cape Breton currents became 
evident when it was ascertained that the water of 
lower density kept to the southwestern side of the 
gulf. The observations of the current in open, and 
the reports from steamships, also accord with a gen
eral movement of the water toward the southeast, as 
this is the more usual direction, and the currents which 
are found at times to run across this prevailing direc
tion are to be attributed to the influence of the tides 
and the wind. 

As to the route taken by the water in traversing the 
gulf from the Gaspe region to Cape Breton, it seems 
fair to conclude, from the evidence furnished by the 
density observations, that the greater proportion finds 
its way eastward between the Magdalen Islands and 
Prince Edward Island, while a certain amount may 
also pass north of the Magdalen Islands, on the line, 
from Bird Rocks to St. Paul Island. It is probable, 
also, that some of the water may come from Northum
berland Strait, as the water there is also low in its 
density. 

For a discussion of the probable reasons why the 
water of lower density keeps to the southwestern side 
of the gulf, the reports of the Tidal Survey may be 
referred to. 

The St. Lawrence River in Relation to the Outflow 
from the Gulf.-It can hardly be doubted that the low 
density of the water in the Gaspe Current is to be at
tributed to the outflow of the St. Lawrence River; 
and we are thus able to trace the influence of this 
water as far as Cape Breton, where it finally mingles 
with the water of the ocean. The volume discharged 
by the st. Lawrence has lJeen measured at different 
seasons, and with the addition of the principal tribu
taries along its estuary, the total volume of fresh water 
discharge would probably amount in all to 340,000 
cubic feet per second. This volume of fresh water will 
mingle with sea water for which we may assume a 
density of 1.0240, as this may be ,taken to represent 
either the mean density of Atlantic coast water to 
a moderate depth, or the density of the salter water in 
the gulf itself. Under these conditions, the fresh water 
of the St. Lawrence would be sufficient to furnish a 
stream of water reduced to the lower density of 1.0230 
which would be twelve miles wide and 68 feet deep, and 
moving with a speed of one knot per hour. This would 
represent the average density of the Gaspe Current, 
and would probably be an approximation to its aver
age speed a 'its volume; and such a comparison may 
therefore se '._ illustrate the way in which the con-
ditions rna. accounted for, if the data themselves 
were more closely known. 

It is to be noted,' however, that as regards volume 
the St. Lawrence River is almost insignificant as com
pared with the outflow of the Gaspe Current. This 
current, whether it flows near the coast or in the mid
dle of the passage between Gaspe and Anticosti, has 
usually a width of about twelve miles. The total 
depth immediately off this coast is over 100 fathoms, 
and the depth or thickness of the current itself was 
ascertained from measurements of the under-current 
taken as far down as 30 fathoms, at times when the 
surface speed varied, as usual, between one and two 
knots. It results from these measurements that we 
may consider the volume 'of this current to be repre
sented by a body of water 12 miles in width, with a 
mean depth of 30 fathoms, and moving with an average 
speed of 0.68 knot per hour, throughout this depth. 

Such a current has a volume forty-three times great
er than that of the St. Lawrence River. The volume 
of the Cape Breton Current, also, is probably much 
the same. These outflows must therefore be replaced 
by a return movement at the entrance to the Lower 
St: Lawrence, somewhere in the Anticosti region; and 
also by a return flow from the ocean into the gulf area, 
as the discharge of the St. Lawrence furnishes less 
than 3 per cent of the amount required in either case. 

The current which usually makes inward around 
Cape Ray on the east side of Cabot Strait may be suffi
cient to compensate for the outflowing water of the 
Cape Breton Current; although it is also possible that 
the outflow from the gulf may be partly made up for by 
the difference of flow in the inward direction through 
Belle Isle Strait, which in some years may be con: 
siderable in the early spring. This inflow at Cape Ray 
is in continuation of the general westward tendency 
of the water along the south coast of Newfoundland. 
The quiescence of the deep water in Cabot Strait is 
also to be noted in this connection. 

It may be well to remark, however, that although 
the out flowing water of the Cape Breton Current is 
much warmer in the summer season than the incoming 
Atlantic water, it is not so at all seasons of the year. 
While it is probable that the total result is on the side 
of loss of temperature to the gulf area, it would re
quire extended observations throughout the year to 
ascertain the amount of loss and the probable effect 
in consequence, upon climate in the surrounding re
gions. 

The Current in Belle Isle Strait in Relation to the 
Gulf Area as a Whole.-On account of the tidal char
acter of the current in Belle Isle Strait it is clear that 
no great volume of water can enter the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence from that quarter. 

. 

During the summer season the current flows in the 
strait with a speed which is nearly equal in each di
rection; and there is only a difference in favor of 
inward flow to the west, which on the whole does not 
probably amount to more than a moderate percentage. 
From the discussion of all the evidence secured, it is 
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perhaps possible that in the early spring the pre
ponderance of inward flow may be proportionally great
er than at other seasons. But no reasons have been 
found for supposing that this water passes completely 
round the west coast of Newfoundland and finds its 
way out into the Atlantic through Cabot Strait, be
tween Cape North and Cape Ray, in accordance with 
the theory which has been more or less accepted up to 
the present time. All the indications are against this 
theory, as they show that any general current across 
the extent of the gulf must lie in an entirely different 
direction. The reasons for this conclusion are discussed 
in the Tidal Survey Report, in which the tidal charac
ter of the flow in this strait is described and the rela
tions of the current to the tide, the temperature of the 
water and the drift of icebergs are fully explained. A 
diagram showing the flow 'of the current in the two 
directions as observed is also given. 

General Circulation in the Gulf.-In reviewing the 
movements of the water, with a view to tracing the 
general circulation in the gulf, it is the principle of 
the balance of flow which is the most evident. Wher. 
ever a current of a constant character occurs, there is 
a corresponding return current to make up for it. 
Thus, in Cabot Strait, the outflowing water in the Cape 
Breton Current is balanced by the inflow at Cape Ray; 
the northeastward current on the west coast of New
foundland is balanced by the contrary direction of the 
movement on the opposite shore; and we have fairly 
good indications of a return flow to compensate for the 
Gaspe Current. 

It is this balance of flow which points to the nature 
and direction of the circulation of water in the gulf. 
If we begin to trace it from Cabot Strait, where the 
balance between the gulf and the ocean takes place, 
the inflow at Cape Ray appears to diffuse itself more 
or less widely over the central part of the gulf, but it 
regains its strength further north on the west coast 
of Newfoundland, and makes a deep bend into the 
northeastern angle of the gulf, and returns westward 
along the north shore. On reaching Cape Whittle it 
still makes westward; and, whether as an actual set 
or by displacing water which comes more directly from 
Cape Ray, it appears to work around the eastern end 
of Anticosti, and so compensates for the outflow of 
the Gaspe Current, from the estuary 'of the St. Law
rence. This current, after rounding the Gaspe coast, 
makes southeastward as a general set or drift across 
the gulf to the western side of Cabot Strait; and its 
waters there leave the gulf in the outflow of the Cape 
Breton Curre.nt. 

It also appears that the whole of the balance or 
compensation in the gulf currents takes place at the 
surface and in ordinary under-currents, which do not 
probably extend to a greater depth than 50 or 60 fath
oms at the most. There is nothing, therefore, to show 
the necessity for any appreciable movement in the deep 
water from 60 to 80 fathoms downward, which lies 
in the deep channels of the gulf. Where direct observa
tions have been obtained, this deep water appears to 
lie quiescent, without any movement that can be de
tected.-Abstract by Nature of a pamphlet issued by 
the Department of Marine and Fisheries. 

THE BRITISH AND GERMAN ANTARCTIC SHIPS. 
THE two great Antarctic expeditions have made a 

stride toward completeness by the launch at Dundee 
and Kiel of the exploring ships "Discovery" and 
"Gauss," both vessels built, at great expense, specially 
for service in the Antarctic ice. No complete official 
announcement of the organization and programme of 
either expedition has yet been made. However, the 
two ships are afloat, and appear to be the finest vessels 
for ice-navigation ever constructed, not even excepting 
the "Fram," which, of course, was planned for drift
ing with the ice-floes, not for sailing through them. 

The following table compares the chief dimensions 
of the two vessels, so far as we have been able to 
ascertain them: 

Ditlcovery. Gauss. 
(feet) 168 �feet) 172 
feetl 151 

Lengtb over aIL ..................... . 
Length at water line. .. • • . ... ... : .. 
Leng,h between perpendiculars • • • • • • • .  
Extreme breadth . . . . . . .. . . . . ..... , . .  .. (feet) 34 35 

1.750 1.450 
450 300-500 

Bark Barkentme 
46 28 

Probable displacement fully loaded (tons) 
Horse power.. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . 
Rig .................. '. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Complement all told (souls) .... . .. . 

It is stated Hie name "Gauss" was given to the Ge'l'
man vessel by the Emperor to emphasize the scientific 
character of her mission by associating it with the 
memory of the great authority 'on terrestrial mag
netism. 

The German vessel, although a little smaller than 
the "Discovery," is intended to carry so much smaller 
a crew that she will probably prove to be no more 
crowded with her stores and equipment. Both vessels 
are strongly built of oak and sheathed in greenheart. 
The "Discovery," like the "Fram," has her frames in 
contact throughout her whole length, and the jOints 
calke(l so that even if all her triple skin of planking 
were stripped from her the vessel would still be water
tight and seaworthy. She is of whaler pattern to the 
extent that her sides are not pierced by any openings, 
the only daylight for the cabins coming from deck
lights; but the cabins, though dark :.tad uninviting 
at the launch, are exceptionally roomy and well
planned, and when lighted by the electric light will 
be extremely comfortable. The "Gauss" is also to 
be furnished with the vital necessity of electric light, 
a boon that none but polar voyagers can fully appre: 
ciate, and she is, in addition, to have the luxury of 
steam-pipes for heating purposes throughout the whole 
inhabited part of the ship; the "Discovery" will prob
ably be heated by stoves. 

Both vessels are provided with wells and gear fo!' 
hoisting out both rudder and propeller, and a spare 
rudder will be carried which can be shipped securely 
and speedily if the original steering gear should be 
seriously damaged. The bows of both ships are heavily 
plated with steel to enable them to cut through or 
break comparatively thin ice; but the form of the 
stem is different. Both have a great sheer, so that the 
vessel would tend to ride up on any floating ice sh€' 
encountered and break it with her weight, but tho 
stem of the British ship is a straight line forming an 
obtuse angle with the 'keel, while that of the German 
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